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Notes for a definite biography, together with reflections
on the problem of decadence.
I
The true speakers are dead cracked in the valley of hate.
S Y D N E Y K E Y E S : Tlre Message
As the chief criterion of the value of a work of art in our time, the

’

personal touch is demanded. That has led to the exaltation of
individualism, which in its turn has resulted in the isolation of the
artist and the growth of an esoteric, intellectual art. The generation
which made an onslaught upon prejudices of every sort, whether
social, political, religious or sexual, was capable of destroying
but not of building anew. It was necessarily negative, torn, and
restless. When Joyce’s Ulysses appeared, it had. on literature an
influence hke that of the splitting of the atom in physics. A world
collapsed, became rubble. The young generation wandered,
astray, among the ruins, filled with the lust of self-destruction.
The artist of our time treats his object ‘as a surgeon dissects a
corpse’ (Apolhaire on Picasso). DehuvManixaci6n del ark! Everythmg trivial was destroyed, but together with it everything that
was vital. Today the mask of &ism stares at us out of the midst
of it. Today, surrounded by a civhzation which in reality is
smashed to pieces, and with the pale remnants of a conception of
the world in our hearts, we long for an architecture of the sod.
W e no longer believe that ‘the only true artists are those who wish
to become inhuman’. W e clearly see that the analytical mind is
the antipode of the creative mind. W e long for communion
with creation. We do not want to be diverted from it by the
modem sorcery of supposedly scientific thinlung stamped out by
the machine age to a attern of misunderstood and misdirected
psychology. The rev0 t of man against the divine (for one of
man’s ideas of God had once more begun to totter) is over-for
our time. By following in the footsteps of surrealism we can
only arrive at the mad-house, A philosophy revolving about the
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splitting of the atom is not a programme. Cubism was cold
speculation. (Of use as a negative programme, but insufficient as
a positive one.) Today we see too that Franz Kafka, even though
he never believed in a purely rational conception of the material
world, yet, because he gave a new .interpretation of the spiritual
forces, the divinely destined aspect of life, to which he as a man of
the East owed allegiance and gave it a subjective and pessimistic
character, can be of no help to us in our search for harmony and
the re-shaping of the soul. He belongs to the grave-diggers. The
sombre despair, the lack of any hope or comfort, which speaks to
us from hs work, the fear-complexes and persecution-mania,
the monotony of seeing no way out, its morbid and decadent
quality, prevent many of us from enjoying his extraordinary
imagination and stylistic power. Today (in view of the bewilderment of the times, the thirst for a credo that would unite us all,
for an all-embracing, unified picture of life) it cannot be the
distinguishmg quality of great literature for a writer to project
his personal negative problems into the infinite and so cause us to
despair with him.
How the conception of the decadent has changed in the last
decades ! For Nietzsche ‘decadent’ meant critical man, as opposed
to creative man, ‘Christian’ man as opposed to the Greek. We
called J. P. Jacobsen, Herman Bang, R. M. Rike, Hugo von
Ho&nannsthal, Oscar Wilde, Hermann Hesse, Marcel Proust
and the Knut Hamsun of the Mysteries decadent. It was a romantic, melancholic weariness of life, reflected splendour of the
Byronic Weltschmerx, which Leopardi described as in some sort
the ‘noblest feeling of man, which cannot be satisfied by any
earthly t h g or the whole world of phenomena’, and in which
he saw the chief sign of the greatness of our nature. For Soren
Kierkegaard the characteristic of the great man lay in distress,
torment and paradox. The next stage was to seek the sole sources
of the spiritual in disease, in misfortune and in madness. (‘The
nobler type of people are all mentally d nowadays. Only the
mediocre and the untalented are capable of heartily enjoying
life.’ Dostoevsky : A Raw Youth.) From there it was only a short
step to the intensification of the experience of the negative, in
which negation became an end in itself and assumed the value of
the absolute. Yet here it is that the revolt starts against the essence
of Me itself. Behind Franz Kafka’s metaphysical f&r one can feel
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the revenge of the despairing, the rebellion, driving right into
the midst of the Absolute, against the logic of creation, against a
performance in which man seems to be nothing but a bad joke on
the part of Providence. It is the most consistent bedazzlement,
much more subtle than Baudelaire’s Satanism or Hcidcgger’s
.
diffcrent in
and Spengler’s pessimism or Sartre’s N ~ I(How
character is the tragic conflict between man and destiny in
Greek drama, how great the Promethean idea.) The present
process is one of self-dissolution, which finds in the unbridgeable
dualism of divine and human truth the knife under which man
must die ‘like a dog’.
One can be just to Kafka only by making a distinction between
his world of ideas, which arises out of his father-complex, tuberculosis, inability to free himself from a hatcd milieu, deprcssions,
etc., and flourishcs on the ground of a religion of despair and
negation, and his creative power as an artist. One can reject the
one and admire the other, even though we must never forget that
creative form is, after all, ultimately something very personal,
dependent on its thought-content and thus not transmissible.
Here it must be said at once: Kafka’s time has yet to come, in an
artistic sense, when the problems in his work will no l o n e r burn
the living flesh, when one will be able to read him in the way we
today read the masters of adolescent melancholy, an Anliel, a
Gerard de Nerval.
Kafka’s artistic merits are fully recognized. He moved from a
symbolic way of writing (‘An old man, naked, exposed to the
chill of this unhappy age, I drive around in an earthly carriage,
with unearthly horses’. A Country Doctor) to a surreal realism, of
which the characteristic is that the earthly and the supernatural
interpenetrate each other and become a unity. It is not a matter
of allegories, but of the realism of a man who, with his whole
being, feels that there is not only a human standpoint but also a
standpoint of ‘God’, and that man in reality undergoes a ‘trial’,
while he believes that he is simply ‘living’. Dante’s visions, so far
as we are concerned, take place outside the real world. Don
Quixote is an example of the interpenetration of two worlds.
But there two ‘human’ worlds are involved, that of idealism (of
a lunatic illusion or of an idea that is no longer historically valid)
and that of reality. In Kafka’s case it is the interpenetration in
reality of a human world and a divine one which is hosule to
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him. To the question whether there is any hope outside this world,
since life in this world seems to be without hope, Kafka answers :
‘Plenty of hope-for God-an lnfinite amount of hope-only
it is not for us’. That is the basic note of his whole work. Kafka
stands on the shadow side of life. And yet he revered Goethe. In
his striving, in the overcoming of ddiculties, in creation beyond
the limits of his own personality, Goethe found the meaning
of human life, he found salvation. In Kafka we meet the
image of a doorkeeper who guards the ‘doors of the law’ and
admits nobody. The man who longs for admittance spends his
whole life patiently waiting, only in the end to hear the answer to
his last, feeble question: ‘Nobody else could be admitted here,
for this door was meant only for you. And now I go and lock i t
up.’ In Goethe we find a drive towards activity, towards renewal,
towards health; there is the urge to unite opposites into a higher
unity. In Kafka everythmg has a negative relation to life, passive
and broken. The petitioner is not admitted by the doorkeeper,
the surveyor never catches sight of the inhabitants of the ‘castle’,
IC. in The Trial undergoes trial by ordeal (consciousness of guilt,
original sin, court ofjudgement), he is changed into a bug (The
Metamorphosis), he humiliates himself into the existence of a mole,
suffering agonies of fear and suspense in his burrow under the
earth (The Buwow). The nightmare sense of inferiority towards a
vital and despotic father, who nearly crushes him, the hatred of
petit-bourgeois life, against a job that is slowly lulling him, and
his weakness of will, show clearly the basic mistake of c a h g
The Castle Kafka’s Faust. If Dante had emphasized only the
negative side of his restless life, he would never have become the
author of the Vita Nuoua and the Divine Comedy. Did not Proust
wring works of a fragrant beauty from his sick-room? The
overcoming of human inadequacy, the recognition of a cosmos
and a significant order and harmony which prevails in spite of all
suffering, is the mark of great and powerful minds. In Kafka’s
work everything remains dark as the darkest Middle Ages,
the most refined self-torture and self-irony. That is why
he can contribute so little towards a return to health in our
time.
It will be objected that the value of a work of art does not
consist of its moral or ‘hygienic’ function, that it is the product
of a pure process of creation, and so on. This attitude dominated
C
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for a long time and could not fail, eo ipso, to lead to nihilism. For
art is not only form; form should not live at the expense of the
idea. In the views quoted here the moral side of the question,
in any case, is not decisive. It is a mere expression of indignation
against all that is non-vital, against the deification of the neurotic,
the inability to face life, of those who are weakened and worn
out by doubts and scepticism and who have been made the
fetish of the time. We find that such an attitude cannot be
maintained after the SecondWorld War and its horrors which are
more ghastly than any surrealist could imagine. Are we wrong
in saying that Kafka himself would not have wished to be canonized by decadent intellectuals, for whom thinlung is nothmg but
acrobatics and an end in itself?
Heist, who put an early end to his life by suicide and whom
Kafka greatly revered, created in Michael Kohfhaas one of the
most forceful literary documents of the fight for right and
security, a perfect work of art. Heine drew his ‘little songs’ from
his ‘great sufferings’. And Dostoevsky, with whose subtle psychology Kafka has so much in common? And Beethoven? And
Michelangelo? In the work of art the trials of life are molten
down into the gold of the beautiful, the imperishable; the
personal element fades into the background. But with Kafka
one feels that the personal element poisons his art. That too is the
reason for his destructive urge towards his own work. Therein
lies the great ethos of his personality. The message whch Kafka,
with his great gifts, could have brought to humanity, he never
did bring. With all feeling and sympathy for h s tragic fate, his
psychic and physical sufferings, a work which has been written
for the purpose of fighting off overpowering complexes, fails
to produce the catharsis which is the indubitable sign of every
great work of art.
To arrive at a clearjudgement of Kafka’s work means becoming
aware of the greatest deficiency of our epoch. Our time calls for
spiritual leadershp, not for literature. All humanity’s strength,
self-confidence and ability to suffer are needed to achieve the
Herculean task of lifting life out of chaos into the light. How
much love, kindliness and faith, how much trust and wisdom we
need for that task! What are we to make of a man whom fear
has lowered to the state of animal-existence and who says of
himself: ‘Inside my hd of earth I can of course dream of
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everything, even of reconciliation, although I know definitely
that all that doesn’t exist at all . . .’?
It is better to say, as AndrC Gide said to Nathanael: ‘ Tu ne
t’itonnes peut-&re pas assez de vivre . . .’, Gide whose whole work
expounds the view ‘that the kingdom of Heaven will not be
given to us by grace but will have to be sought and conquered:
le Paradir est toujours ci refdire’.

I1
We arc nhhstic ideas born in God’s

head.-FxANZ

KAFKA.

In order to understand the inquisitorial dtterminism of Kafka’s
work, one has to take into account the time in which it came into
existence and the ground on which it grew. Of the time it is
enough to say it was the pre-war and post-war age. But the
ground, Prague, the city where East and West interpenetrate and
races mingle, the place where peoples and civilizations have met
and influenced each other, centuries of history pervading narrow
streets like an iiitolerable burden, and in the lamp-light by night
the Latin thoughts of the Age of Enhghtenment fight duels with
the sombre world of Dostoevsky’s ideas, where religious feuds
cast their bloody shadows, and Slavonic melancholy, Jewish
Talmudism, Catholic mysticism, Hussite puritanism, carved their
runes in the people’s faces-only in Prague could fantasies like
Kafka’s come into existence. Kafka’s flight from his parents’
house is at the same time a flight from Prague, flight from the
weight of tradition, flight from the multitude of tongues into
the unequivocal. An analysis of Kafka’s work is not complete
unless it takes into account the poetic and tormenting influence
of Prague.
What follows shows how Kafka’s fate and his work are reflected
in the inind of an artist who grew up in the same environment as
himself.
The painter F. Feigl, now living in England, gave me these
reminiscences: ‘It was in the year 1894. Kafka and I went to
school together. It was the AltstHdter Deutsche Gymnasium. He
was about ten years old, a thin, frail boy with very big, black
eyes, a long skull and pointed ears which gave him a degenerate
look. The reason why I remember him so clearly is that h s mother
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aIways came to fetch him after school, which struck us other
children as strange.
‘Then I lost sight of him. It was not till 1907that I heard of him
again. In the circle of the group of modern painters known in
Prague as “The Eight”, Max Brod mentioned during a discussion:
‘< I can tell you the name of a very great artist-Franz Kafka.”
And he showed us some drawings of his, which evoked the
memory of early Paul Klee or Kubin. They were expressionistic.
Kafka did not develop his gift for drawing any further. The
elocutionist Ludwig Hart told me once: “DO you realize that
Franz Kafka is the greatest writer of Prague ? ” At that time Rilke
was no longer in PragGe and WerfeI had settled down in Vienna.
Then we struck up a friendship, Kaf’ka and I. Kafka was associated with a group of writers who used to read their work to
each other. I remember hearing Kafka there when he read his
sketch “The Scuttle-Rider”. The background of this story is the
shortage of coal after the First World War. A man rides through
the air on a coal-scuttle, to the cod-merchant’s. It is hke things of
E. T. A. Hoffmann’s, only less mystical. It made more the impression of something humorous and grotesque. Kafka read it with
right feeling for the fine points and in a boyish voice. Boyishness
-that is the characteristic that dung to h m all his life.
‘Later in B e r h he once introduced me to his fiancte. He had
an “eternal” fiancee and always said he was not worthy of her.
Belind things like these there is hidden a sexual development
that is by no means normal. I believe Kafka was afraid of b o d y
contact. He hated reality. He avenged himself on the causality of
the world with a microscopically sharp analytical method. Under
the microscope the causality of everyday life becomes a dram.
Dimensions lose their sense, because they look quite different
under the magnitjling-glass from what they are to the naked eye.
He makes the events of a story into a novel. His sentences have
beauty and order because they are built up on a long-term policy.
That was necessary, because his thoughts had a complicated
causal nexus. It made him creative in his use, of language, just
as he was in the analysis of the sod. One could call his writing
psycho-analytical, and now it is exploited by people who
visualize nothing and so reduce it ad absurdum. For it all depends,
after all, on what one finds under the microscope.
‘Kafka’s life was U e one of his novels. This lonely man, who
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had a longing for the romantic-I remember him living for some
time in one of the little houses in the Alchimistengasse in Prague
-had to work in an insurance company, for a small salary, with
slow promotion every five years. He had a tyrannical father, who
forced him to lead a dull and sober life, and with whom he had
nothing in common. When we met-we used to go for long
walks together-he was very eager to get to know something
about the other arts. Once we tried to analyse the elements of art.
That was about five years before his death. We came to the
conclusion that the essential of painting was space, of music time,
and of writing causahty. That corresponds to the basic elements
of sensual perception : spatial, temporal and causal. Then I reahzed
for the first time that his way of writing expressed a new causality,
a new causal connexion. Kafka did not talk of that again.
‘Once I had a discussion about him with Max Brod, who was
his squire and herald. For me the interesting question was how far
one can go in this displacement of causahty. Then I classified
Kafka as a romantic. Brod protested against that.and said it was a
hitation. For me it does not imply a judgement of values.
‘To simpli6 into microscopic or over-life-size terms was
typically continental and basically “baroque”. W e use a baroque
and almost grotesque scale whenever we think of Prague, that
fantastic city. Everything fantastic always had a great appeal for
the people of Prague. If someone cannot get any coal, it becomes
a tragic experience. The “ride” is an idea realized in visual
terms.
‘I believe I understood Kafka, but he was shy of letting anyone
really get to know him. If I recall today the type to which he
belonged, picture how he used to move and what he used to do,
I understand him better still. Even at that time I assumed that his
way of writing was a self-sufficient relief for him. He needed no
one else for confirmation. Marriage with a woman, the relationship of author and public, these are realities. He defended himself.
against reality, creating for himself a reality of his own, in whch
he took revenge on the apparent senselessness and injustice of
reality by caricaturing it.
‘I met Kafka again in Berlin. W e often spoke of the same questions. At that time he bought a picture of mine, a Prague study.
There was a touch of Munch about it, something uncanny. I once
found Prague an uncanny experience, when returning from
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rationalistic Germany. It was characteristic of him to choose
precisely this picture. He seems to have had the typical mixture of
hate and love for Prague. Ile gave the picture to his fiancte.
‘Then I suddenly heard that he had died of tuberculosis of the
larynx. Fundamentally Kafka remained a boy, to whom it was
not granted to grow old. He died in the midst of his youth, while
he still faced life with all the curiosity of a child, in spite of the
fact that he was over forty.
‘Concerning the characteristics of Kafka’s work I should like
to say that it shows all the signs of a deformed imagination. The
deformed comic in a circus, the clown, has a nose that is too long
or feet that are too big. All grotesqueness contains the comic
element of deformity. Kafka’s art was tragic in its deformity,
because he put the negative and tormenting aspect of life into the
foreground. All h s work is like a nightmare ; what is typical of it
is t h s dream-Ne, nightmarish quality.
‘Every artist moves between extremes. Yet every liberty has
its limits. Ctzanne approaches the banal when he paints apples in
monumental fashion. Only art-historians and art-dealers, who
make a living by it, see things differently. But artists recognize it
as the failings of a genius. Even in Prague I felt the torturing
quality of Kafka’s art. Stdl more today, when we have to find the
decisive ethical standpoint in life. Everything that only underlines egotism, everythmg merely subjective-the asocial approach
gives the impression of genius, but it remains asocial-is ofan
unhealthy influence. It ran wild in politics, almost like futurism.
The whole era was ripe for such ideas, which brought it to the
edge of the abyss in politics and in an evolutionary sense to the
atomic bomb and to the triumph of analysis. Analysis is a great
poison. It is a rhythm of corrosion, a rhythm of the brain.
‘True art is always synthesis. Kafka’s mind was basically
corrosive and analytic. Why is analysis as an end in itself not a
mark of genius? Because it has no real content. It has no real
meaning. Analysis pretends to be both content and form. Kafka’s
object was nothmg, it was nothingness; he analysed analysis. It
was exactly the same in cubism and in surrealism. When they had
split up the whole into its elements and finally declared form to be
the meaning, these were only human, egocentric delusions. But
there one can see how movements come into existence. The
surrealistsare imitated, Kafka is imitated. Brueghel’s picture comes
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into my mind :the blind men, who are guided by a blind man, all
fall into the ditch. The less one can see, the more convulsively
one clings to a coat-tail.
‘About Kafka I should say that he was honest and did not care
about worldly success. He did not want to be praised, and we do
not want to find fault with hlm. What I have said was only to
point out his characteristics.The forces of which one gains possession, through analysis, can after all lead to good as well. The
artist, too, must be a “critic”. The goal appears to me to be a life
in which pulses the life-blood of a d i e d ethcal idea. W e are
still remote from it.’

I11
Then I beheld all the work of God, that man cannot find out the work
that is done undcr the sun: because however much a man labour to seek it
out, yet he shall not find it; yea moreover, though a wise man think to know
Ecclesiastes
it, yet shall he not be able to find it.
Some deny misery by pointing at the sun; he denies the sun by pointing at
misery.
FRANZ K A F K A

In July 1923 Kafka left Prague. He settled down in Berlin,
determined never to return to h ~ parents’
s
house and to devote
himself entirely to writing. It was then that he met the woman
with whom he founded a home for the short time that he stdI
had to live.
I have spent many hours with Mrs. Dora Dymant, talking
about Kafka and those last months of his life. I am indebted to her
for all that she told me so simply, warnlly and candidly. Before
I begin to quote it, it must first be said, as she herself emphasized :
‘I am not objective, I cannot be. It is more than twenty years
since Kafka went. But after all, one can only measure time by
the importance of one’s experiences. Even today it is often difficult
for me to talk about Kafka. Frequentlyit is not the facts which
are decisive, it is a mere matter of atmosphere. What I tell has an
inner truth. Subjectivity is part of it.
‘I met Kafka for the first time on the Baltic, in the summer of
1923. I was very young then, nineteen, and was working voluntarily in the holiday camp of a Berlin youth hostel, in Muritz,
near Stettin. One day on the beach I saw a family playingparents and two children. I was particularly struck by the man. I
could not shake off the impressionhe made on me. I even followed
them into the town, and later met them again. One day it was
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announced in the hostel that Dr. Franz Kafka was coming to
supper. At that time I was in charge of the kitchen. When I looked
up from my work-the room had grown dark, someone was
standing outside the window-I recognized the man from the
beach. Then he came in-I didn’t know then that it was Kafka,
and the woman with whom he had been on the beach was hs
sister. He said in a soft voice :“Such tender hands, and such bloody
work for them to do !” (Kafka was at that time a vegetarian.) In
the evening we were all sitting on benches at long tables ; a little
boy got up and, as he went away, was so embarrassed that he
fell down. Kafka said to him, his eyes shining with admiration:
What a clever way to falland what a clever way to get up again!”
When later I thought of these words again, their central meaning
seemed to me to be that everythmg could be saved-except
Kafka. Kafka could not be saved.
‘He was tall and slim and dark skinned and had a loping walk
that at first made me believe he must be a half-breed Indian and
not a European-Heswayed a little,but held himself straight. Only
he carried his head a little on one side. That was typical of him. It
expressed a relationship-symptom. Kafka had the bearing of the
lonelymanwho is always in relation to something outside himselc
It was not exactly a kind of listening; there was also something
very affectionke about it. I should &e to call it the symptom o f a
need for relations, which expressed something hke this : “ I on my
own am nothmg, I am only something when connected with the
outer world”. Why did Kafka make such a deep impression on
me ? I came from the East, a,dark being full of dreams and premonitions,who might have sprung from a book of Dostoevsky’s.
I had heard so much of the West-knowledge, clarity, style of
living-I came to Germany with a receptive soul, and it gave me
much. But over and over again I had the feeling that the people
there needed somethmg which I could give them. After the
catastrophe of the war everyone expected salvation through the
intermediary of the East. But I had run away from the East,
because I believed the light was in the West. Later I became less
ambitious in my dreams : Europe was not what I had expected it
to be, its people had no rest in their innermost being. They lacked
something. In the‘ East one knew what man was ; perhaps one
could not move so freely in society and could not express oneself
so easily, but one did know the consciousness of the unity of man
(6
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and creation. When I saw Kafka for the first time, his image
corresponded to my idea of man. But even Kafka turned to me

.

attentively, as though expecting something from me.
‘The essential characteristics of his face were the very open,
sometimes even wide-open eyes, whether he was tallung or
listening. They were not staring in horror, as it had been said of
hin ; it was rather more an expression of astonishment. His eyes
were brown and shy. When he spoke, they lit up; there was
humour in them ;but it was not so much irony as mischievousness
-as if he knew of something that other people didn’t know. But
he was entirely without solemnity. Generally he had a very lively
way of tallung, and he liked talking. His conversational style was
full of imagery, like his writing. Sometimes one got the impression
of a craftsmanhke satisfaction, when he succeeded in expressing
well what he wanted to say. His wrists were very slender, and he
had long, ethereal fingers, spealung fingers which took on shape
while he was telltng a story and accompanied what he said much
more than the hands did. Later on we very often amused ourselves
making shadows on the wall with our hands. He was extremely
clever at it. Kafka was always cheerful. He hked to play; he was
the born playmate, always ready for some mischief. I don’t
thmk that depressions were a dominant characteristic of his,
except before he began to write. They did not appear at regular
intervals; usually there was a reason for them which could be
traced. For instance, when he came back from town. Then he
was often more than depressed; it was almost revolt. It was the
time of the inflation. Kafka suffered badly under the conditions.
He had a rigorous attitude towards himself. Whatever might
happen around him, he had no right to shut himself off from it.
So the way to town was always a kind of Golgotha for him. He
almost broke down physically under it. He could stand in queues
for hours, not only with the intention of buying somethmg, but
simply from the feeling: blood was flowing, and so his must
flow, too. In this way he experienced communion with an
unhappy people in an unhappy time. I can see it clearly as the
theme of “The Trial”, where he condemns K., because he tried
to shape his life differently from a life of crucifixion. But there
is no life except in “crucifixion”, and nobody is acquitted by the
highest court of all. That is my interpretation. How can it ever
become Merent?”he said to me at that time. There are Helferich,
6‘
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Hilferding, Rathenau-but no help (Hdfe), no advice (Rat). He
felt as if people did not dare to call things by their right names, as
if they were trying to hide all tragedy behind fair words.
‘We lived in Steglitz, later in Zehlendorf, first in one room,
then in two. The first lodgings we left because of the landlady.
Kafka described her in “A Small Woman”: “Only out of
disgust, out of a never-ceasing disgust that was her perpetual
driving-power, did she occupy herself with me”-that was how
he put it.
‘Kafka had to write; he had to, it was his life-breath. The
days on which he wrote were the rhythm of this breath. If it is
said of him that he wrote for a fortnight, that means he wrote for
fourteen successive evenings or nights. Kafka used to walk around,
heavily and uneasily, before he began to write. Then he spoke
little, ate without a petite, took no interest in thmgs, and was
very sad. He wante to be alone. In the beginning I didn’t understand that; later on I always felt when he was going to begin
writing. At other times he showed a great intensity towards even
the most ordinary things. But on such days that vanished completely. I can only differentiate between these days, in their various
tensions, by comparing them to colours: purple, dark green, or
blue days. Later on he liked me to stay in the room whde he was
writing. Once he started to write after supper. He wrote for a
very long time, and I feu asleep on the sofa. The electric light was
on. All at once he was sitting at my side : I woke up and looked at
him. A palpable change was visible in h s face. The traces of the
spiritual tension were so obvious that they had changed the face
utterly.
‘The Burrow, one of his last stories, was written in one
night. It was in the winter; he began early in the evening and
had finished by the morning. Then he worked on it again. He
told me about it j o h g l y and seriously. This story was autobiographical. It must have been the foreboding of the return to h s
parents’ house, the end of freedom, which aroused t h s panic
feellng of fear in him. He pointed out to me that I was the
“citadel” in the burrow. He often read to me what he had written.
He never analysed, never explained. Sometimes it sounded
humorous to me, with a sort of self-mockery. Time and again he
said : “Well, I wonder if I’ve escaped the ghosts ? ”
‘This was the name with which he summarized everything
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that had tormented him before he came to B e r h . He was as
though possessed by this idea; it was a kind of sullen obstinacy.
He wanted to burn everythmg that he had written in order to
free his soul from these “ghosts”. I respected his wish, and when
he lay ill, I burnt things of his before his eyes. What he really
wanted to write was to come afterwards, only after he had gained
his “liberty”. Literature for hun was somethmg sacred, absolute,
incorruptible, somethmg great and pure. The literature of today
is not what Kafka understood by literature. Kafka felt unsure of
most things in life and expressed hmself very cautiously. But
when it was a matter of literature, he was unapproachable and
knew no compromise. There he was concerned with the whole.
He not only wanted to penetrate to the bottom of things. He was
at the bottom. But where the solution of human confusion was
in question, he would not have any half measures. He experienced
life as a labyrinth; he could not see the solution. He never got
further than despair. For him everything was interwoven with
cosmic causahty, even the most everyday things. One finds this
feeling in the East too, a longing for the wholeness of life. In
the East there are spiritual matters which have to be fullilled
unconditionally, or else one is unable to live. Kafka felt
that. The West has forgotten it. And that is why God has
abandoned it. That is why all those thmgs could happen which
we have experienced. Therein, so I believe, lies one of the
reasons for the interest in Kafka. The consciousness that God
has abandoned us.
‘I have been reproached for having burnt some of what Kafka
wrote. I was so young then, and young people live in the present
and perhaps in the future too. After all, for him all that had been
nothmg but self-liberation! At that time he had no more respect,
no more love for his father. He had already recognized him : the
man who dominated through possessions and “possesses” even
his f a d y . Kafka was very bitter about his father, and time and
again, with biting humour, he would tell the story of how he had
dedicated a book to h m , and when he wanted to resent it to
h m , his father only said coldly: “Put it on the tab e beside my
bed”.
‘In Berlm Kafka believed that he had liberated himself from
the tyranny ofhs past. But the earlier problem were too tightly
bound up with h s life. As soon as one touched even a single
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string of it, d the others vibrated, too. His inner life was of
unfathomable depth and unbearable. He did not really hate
Prague. He spoke of Prague in the way a European speaks of
Europe. What tormented Kafka most was the fear of becoming
dependent on his parents. This dependence endangered the
“burrow”. Hence h s thriftiness. He wanted to accustom himself
to a spartan life. In B e r h he believed for a time in the possibility
of saving his life, in a personal solution for the inner and outer
confusion. He wanted to feel hke an average human being, with
only a few wishes and needs. We made so many plans. Once we
talked about opening a small restaurant. He was to be the waiter.
That meant seeing everything without being seen, being right in
the midst of everyday life. Indeed, he did do it, in his own way.
‘He attached great importance to being carefully dressed. He
would have regarded it as a lack of courtesy to go somewhere
without having his tie perfectly knotted. His suits were made by a
first-class tailor and he always took a long time about dressing. It
was not vanity. He looked into the mirror without complacency,
quite critical and judicial. It was done in order not to offend the
world.
‘He liked to go shopping ; he liked simple-people. His appearance with the shopping-basket or the milk-can was a farmliar
sight in our neighbourhood. In the mornings he often went for a
walk alone. His day was strictly planned, all with a view to his
writing. On his walks he always took a note-book with him,or
if he forgot it, he would buy one on the way. He loved Nature,
although I never heard him say the word.
‘Among the h g s of which he was particularly fond was his
pocket-watch. When we got into trouble with our landlady
about the electric light-for he often wrote all through the nights
-1 bought a paraffin lamp. He loved its soft, living light and
always wanted to fill it up himself; he would play about with the
wick and continually found new virtues in it. He did not take a
kmdly view of the telephone and was distressed when it rang.
I always had to answer it. I think he did not feel quite comfortable
about machines and mechanical things. He was very fond of my
calendar, which had a proverb for every day. Later we had one
each and on special occasions Kafka used to “consult the calendar”. Once, when I was washing grapes-he was fond of eating
grapes and pineapples-I broke the glass. Immediately he appeared
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in the kitchen, holding the calendar in his hand, and said, wideeyed : One moment can ruin everything”. Then he handed me
the page. The truth sounded so trivial. He smtled.
‘Although Kafka preferred to remain undisturbed, we often
had visitors. I still remember Willi Haas, the editor of Die
Literurische Welt and Rudolf Kayser of the Neue Rundschau. Once
Werfel came to read to Kafka from his new book. They were
together for a long time. Then I saw Werfel go away, weeping.
When I entered the room, Kafka was sitting there completely
shattered and he murmured to himself several times: “To thmk
that anything so terrible has to be at all !” He was weeping, too.
He had let Werfel go away without having been able to utter a
single word about his book. Anyone who put himself into Kafka’s
hands either had the most encouraging experience or despaired.
There was nothing in between. He had the same inexorable
severity towards his own work. And although he never really
believed that he had achieved what he wanted, I believe he never
had the feeling &at he was a dilettante.
‘Kafka never mzde other people feel uneasy. He attracted
everybody, and whoever came to him did so with a kind
of solemnity. They waked as though on tip-toe or on soft
carpets.
‘We were generally alone, and he often used to read aloud to me
from Grirnms’ and Andersen’s fairy-tales or from E. T. A.
Hoffmann’s Kater Mwrr, or from Hebel’s Schatzkustleivl. There was
the story of the miner’s sweetheart who accompanied her lover
to the pit and never saw him alive again. They brought the bodies
out into the daylight, but her lover was not among them. Her
life passed away; she grew grey and old. Then one day his body
was found in a gallery, quite unharmed, reserved by the gases.
She came and embraced her lover; she ad waited for him all
these years and now it was a weddmg and a funeral in one. Kafka
Lked this story for its “wholeness”. It was as natural as great
things always are. And he loved Heist. He was capable of reading
his Marquis V O N 0 to me five or s i x times in succession. He also
used to read to me from Goethe’s Hermann trndDorotheu. He, too,
was moved by the love of everyday life that is described there.
The chance to live the way he wanted made him enter into a
concrete relationship towards home, money and family. III a nonbourgeois sense. I emphasize that because I remember how calmly
‘C
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and objectively Ka&a spoke to me about his former fiancte. She
was an excellent girl, but utterly bourgeois. Kafka felt that
marrying her would mean marrying the whole lie that was
Europe. And then there was the fear that he would not find time
for writing. On the other hand, h s engagement was an attempt
to acclimatize himself to middle-class life, and at the same time a
sort of curiosity. Really he wanted to know everythmg and to
find out about everythmg. A haemorrhage, connected with his
tuberculosis, cleared away all his doubts.’
In young Dora Dymant Kafka experienced that deep-rootedness of the soul of Eastern man. In Western Europe recognition
of the tragic situation of the time only rarely goes hand-in-hand
with an affirmation of life. Cynicism and pessimism prevail.
Martin Buber transmitted to the West the wisdom and cheerfulness of that East where Dora Dymant grew up, and this gift of
hers enchanted him. He even wished to return there with her, in
order to enter a community and to live a simple life in it. And that
was the question to which he devoted himself in The Castle.
He would have tried it anywhere, but in the West it was probably
no longer possible. The problem of having ‘no roots’ has much
deeper causes in Kafka than his biographer assumes.

*

*

*

Once I directed the conversation towaids The Burrow, which
shows man in his subterranean corridors as a sniffig animal
possessed by fear. I pointed to A Reportfor an Academy, in whch
an ape is forced to become a ‘human being’. (‘Before that I had
so many ways of escape, and now there are none left. ’) I pointed
to the Investigations O f a Dog and The Giant Mole. It is not horror
that one experiences in reading them, not the satirical bitterness
of Swift, it is not the poetic-moralizing intention one finds in the
fables of Bsop or la Fontaine, nor are they socio-political views,
as in the Roman du Renard, where the author is forced to show
humans in animal guise-it is the intention of lowering human
existence to the level of animal life, and it contains disgust. Kafka
hmself must have felt this disgust.
Dora Dymant said quietly: ‘I, too, think The Metamorphosis is
worse than The Penal Settlement’. (‘Our verdict does not sound
harsh. The commandment which the condemned man broke w d
be written on h s body with the harrow. ’) All the ‘animal’ aspect
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is shown against the background of a universal catastrophe, a
cosmic misunderstanding, hke the one that stares at us with
glassy eyes out of The Imperial Message: ‘The message has been
sent out to you. You are there, and the message is there-only
the communications are too complicated, There is no chance
that the message will ever reach you.’ If we compare that with
the loving spirit of Saint Francis, who included even the animals
in salvation, the deep communion of God, creation, and man that
lies in Spinoza’s ‘Deus sive natura’, and his gentle ‘Amor Dei
intellectu’, we shall penetrate deeper into Kafka’s way of thinking.

*

*

*

Kafka’s human tragedy soon reached its end. At Christmas 1923
he caught a cldl and was in bed for four weeks with pneumonia.
At that time he read a great deal, and he was very busy with the
proofs of The Fasting Man, which had just come.
Kafka did not recover. He knew how ill he was, and he had
long wanted to die. An uncle, who was a doctor, came to take
him to Prague. This illness was the last and final ‘defeat’ for
Kafka. What went on in his mind then, Frau Dora Dymant has
tried to reconstruct from what Kafka once said to her : ‘Tearing
himself away from Prague, was, even though very late, the great
achievement in life without which one has no right to die. The
return to his yarents’ house was the return to dilettantism in life.
That particularly tortured Kafka; one could see it in the mental
oppression which conquered him.
‘I stayed in Berlin. Kafka did not want me to come to Prague,
to the house from which all his disasters had come. A part of his
total complex was that he hated his father and felt g d t y because
of it: ! I assume that he often murdered him in his dreams. At that
time I received d d y letters from him. They were taken from me
by the Gestapo, together with his diaries, and in spite of all
attempts no one has succeeded in finding them again. There were
about thirty-five letters. In one of them Kafka mentioned
‘6
technical errors” in the way man acts towards himself. He was
then preoccupied with the question of Tolstoy’s fight for h s
own liberation and discovered some “ t e c h c a l errors” in that.
Another time he told me of a dream he had had. Highwaymen had
fetched him from his Berlin lodgings, shut him up in a shed in
some backyard and gagged him. “I know that I am lost, because
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you can’t find me.” And then he suddenly hears that she is still in
sight, he tries to tear himself free, thinks he is already free, and
has even succeeded in pushing the gag out of his mouth. She oilly
needed to hear his shout-but at this very moment it is discovered
by the highwaymen and they gag him again.
‘The uncanny thmg about Kafka’s mortal illness was its outbreak. I felt that he had brought it about by downright force. It
was &e a deliverance for him; the decision was taken out of his
hands. Kafka positively welcomed the illness, even though in the
last moments of his life he once more wished to live.
‘He left Prague a sick man, but spiritually in good form. It was
in a sanatorium in the Vienna Woods, where his sister had taken
h m , that I met him again. There for the first time tuberculosis of
the larynx was diagnosed. Kafka was no longer permitted to
speak, and so he wrote everythmg down : above all, the devastating
effect Prague had had on him. He stayed there for three weeks.
When the illness became worse, he was taken to a specialist in a
hospital in Vienna. There he lay in a room together with many
other gravely ill patients. Somebody died every night. He “told”
me about it, pointiiig.onceto a-bed that was empty. Another time
he showed me a patient, a jolly man who walked about a lot,
enjoyed eating and had a tube in his throat. He had a moustache
and shining eyes. Kafka was very pleased that he had such a good
appetite. The next day he pointed at his empty bed. Kafka was not
shaken, but positively angry, as if he could not grasp that the man
who had been so gay had had to die. I shall never forget his
malicious, ironical smile.
‘From the hospital Kafka was removed to a sanatorium in
Klosterneuburg-Kierling, near Vienna. There he lived in a
wonderful, permanently sunny room with a balcony! I stayed
there with him, and later his friend Dr. Klopstock came. Kafka
wrote some letters from thls sanatorium: to his parents, to his
brothers and sisters, and to Max Brod. The latter came to visit him,
after he had given a reading in Vienna, in order not to let Kafka
notice in what danger he knew him to be. When he was in the
sanatorium, Kafka did no writing, except for the “ Conversations”
which must be in Dr. Klopstock‘s possession. He was correcting
proofs the evening before he died. At four o’clock in the morning
I called Dr. Klopstock, because Kafka had difficulty in breathing.
Dr. Klopstock immediately recognized the crisis and wakened the
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doctor, who put ice-bags on his throat. About noon the next day,
Kafka died. It was the third ofJune, 1924.

‘Years later I often read Kafka’s books,always with the memory
of how he read aloud from them himself. Then I felt that the
German language was a hindrance to me. German is too modern
a language, too’much of the present day. Kafka’s whole world
longs for an older language. It was an ancient consciousness in
him, ancient things and ancient fear. His brain knew finer
nuances than the modern brain is capable of grasping. He is as
little the expression of an age as the expression of the fate of a
rye. Nor is it everyday life that his reahsm represents: it is an
absolute, compressed logic, in which one can live for short
moments only. ’
4

*

*

With these words Mrs. Dora Dymant closed her story. From
the mantelpiece over the open fireplace, in a grey London house,
Kafka’s eyes looked searchingly into the darkening room out of
the last photograph that he had had taken in Berlin, for his
passport. They were the eyes of a man who saw the world as
split by incurable schizophrenia, the opposing interests of God
and man-reflecting in this way his own schizoid mentality. His
negative Weltanschauung fed on an affirmation of life that could
not be fulfilled; his personal dualism drove him into the blind
alley of the despairing dualistic theology of this present time. The
future belongs to a hfe-affirming monism, in whose rays man
and creation will be reunited and an all-embracing ethos of reverence for life will ripen, &e a sweet fruit out of the smoking blood
of the generations.
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VAN GOGH, THE SUICIDE
PROVOKED BY SOCIETY
WE may talk about the good mental health of Van Gogh, who,

.

during his whole life in this world we live in, burnt only one hand
in addition to cutting off his left ear.
However heartbreakmg it may appear, contemporary life
preserves itself in its old atmosphere of lechery, anarchy, disorder,
delirium, dissoluteness, chronic madness, bourgeois inertia, psychic
anomaly (for it is not man but the world which has become'
abnormal), deliberate dishonesty, flagrant hypocrisy, sordid
contempt of everything which shows distinction, laying claim
to a whole order founded on the fulfilment of primitiveinjusticean order of organized crime, in fact. Everythmg is going badly
because at this moment the morbid conscience has an essential
interest in not recovering from its own sickness. And so a vicious
society has invented psychiatry to defend itself from the investigations of certain superior lucid minds whose intuitive powers
were disturbing to it.
No, Van Gogh was not mad, but his paintings were Greek
torches, atomic bombs whose angle of vision, in distinction to all
the other aintings existing at the time, would have been capable
of serious y upsetting the grub-like conformity of the Second
Empire bourgeoisie and of the police spies of Thiers, Gambetta,
FClix-Faure, as well as those of Napoleon 111. For Van Gogh's
painting does not attack a certain conformity of convention so
much as the conformity of institutions. Institutions disintegrate
on the social level; and medical science, by asserting Van Gogh's
madness, shows itself to be an unserviceable, irresponsible corpse.
Psychiatry, challenged by Van Gogh's lucidity at work, is no
more than an outpost of,gorillas, themselves obsessed and persecuted,. who have only a ridiculous terminology to alleviate the
most a p p a h g states of anguish and human suffocation: a fitting
product of their disreputable brains.
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